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In this paper we describe an adaptive 
communication aid that uses contextual 
information from the user's environment to 
predict vocabulary and automate symbol 
layout. 

BC 'ntroduction 

Natural speech is not a viable method of 
communication for individuals with severe 
speech and motor impairments (Beukelman 
& Mirenda, 1992). Current technological 
advances provide new opportunities for 
building communication aids that facilitate 
natural, efficient and personalized 
interactions. Large individual differences in 
the nature and degree of communication 
impairment, however, require that systems 
be sufficiently general while allowing 
individuals to adapt key features to 
accommodate their preferences and abilities 
(Patel & Roy, 1998). 

Most augmentative and alternative 
communication (AAC) systems employ 
static layouts to display vocabulary. Users 
construct messages by selecting a series of 
icons. These methods are physically 
demanding and can be on the order of ten 
times slower than natural communication 
(Vanderheiden, 1985). In addition, most 
systems rely on human experts to customize 
the interface to meet each individual user's 
needs. This labor-intensive process is 
replicated numerous times throughout the  

 

user's life to accommodate changing 
communication needs. 

We envision a multimodal, adaptive, 
context-sensitive communication aid which 
would address many of the shortcomings of 
current approaches. This paper describes our 
initial steps towards this goal. 

GC ! %rototype !daptive 'nterface 

We are designing an active picture 
communication display. The focus of our 
effort is to automate the layout of symbols 
dynamically depending on the needs of 
individual users. For example, consider a 
system that can sense the location of the user 
(using the global positioning system (GPS)). 
When the user is in a restaurant, the system 
should make food related symbols easier to 
access. Various environmental cues in 
addition to location may be leveraged to 
predict and facilitate message construction. 

Although our ultimate goal is to build a 
portable device, we are currently working on 
a touch-screen interface which enables the 
creation of messages in a virtual chat room 
environment. Using the interface, the user 
may navigate between rooms within the 
virtual environment and exchange text 
messages with others who are present. The 
virtual world enables us to test concepts 
underlying the context sensitive system in a 
controlled environment. Contextual cues are 



derived from room locations and the 
identities of other people in the rooms. 

GCB %icture (oca;ulary 

The device is modeled around a picture 
communication book which is the most 
commonly used display for preliterate 
individuals (Beukelman & Mirenda, 1992). 
Black and white line drawings from the 
Picture Communication Symbols (Mayer-
Johnson, Inc) and Elephant's Memory (Igen-
Housz, 2001) have been selected as an initial 
symbol set. These symbols are highly 
pictorial and transparent in their meaning. 

The initial vocabulary is selected based on a 
corpus of the most commonly used words by 
individuals with severe speech and motor 
impairments. Odgen's Basic English 
vocabulary was compared to this corpus and 
items that occurred in both corpora were 
used as an initial core vocabulary. To test 
the initial prototype we have selected a 
restaurant and zoo scenario in a virtual 
environment. Thus, we added fringe 
vocabulary items to ensure adequate 
communication in each scenario. 

Fig.1 Interface layout. Top: current selection 
frame with slots; Left: sentence template 
frames; Center: category array; Right: 
lexical array. 

GCG Message *onstruction 

Message construction using conventional 
picture communication books consists of 
sequentially selecting the subject, verb and 
object from an array of symbols. In contrast, 
in our system the user first selects a sentence 
frame and then proceeds to fill in the slots 
with appropriate vocabulary. The display 
has four major parts (Figure 1). The 
uppermost horizontal part of the screen is 
dedicated to visualizing the message being 

constructed. The remainder of the interface 
is dedicated to displaying the vocabulary 
which is further divided into three sections: 
sentence template array (left column), 
category array (middle columns) and lexical 
array (rightmost columns). 

 

 

 

Filling in the slots of the sentence template 
is accomplished through selecting 
vocabulary from the category items or 
lexical items. When a category icon is 
selected, the lexical array is updated 
accordingly. For example, selecting the 
"animal" category would update the lexical 
array to include icons for "dog", "cat", 
"horse", etc. The lexical array is also 
updated by the user's context. For example, 
if she is in a restaurant, food items would be 
called up into part or all of the lexical array. 

Due to display size limitations and in order 
to facilitate easier access, the system does 
not simultaneously display the complete 
vocabulary. Instead, the lexicon is 
hierarchically organized. Most words will 
belong to only one category but some will 
span across several categories. For example 
fruits may be categorized as food or more 
specifically as dessert. In order to maximize 

Fig.1 !"terface *a+o-t. /op: c-rre"t se*ectio" 
frame with s*ots7 8eft: se"te"ce temp*ate frames7 
9e"ter: categor+ arra+7 Right: *e<ica* arra+.   



search efficiency the structure is intended to 
form a well-balanced tree. 

GCK Semantic &emplates 

Many sentences can be strongly constrained 
by the verb or verb-noun combination that 
they use. For example, the sentence that 
describes the action of giving will most 
likely have a giver, a receiver and an object 
that is being transferred. We have developed 
a system in which semantic themes are first 
selected and then completion is achieved by 
filling appropriate lexical items into a set of 
semantic slots. All slots need not be filled to 
create a complete sentence. Optional slots 
are provided for count nouns, modifiers, etc. 
Other slots are required in order to 
communicate the message. For example, a 
sentence that does not have an item that is 
transferred when using the 'give' frame is not 
permissible. Each semantic frame also has a 
set of default words that can be deselected. 
For example, the negative voice is a default 
for the frames in Figure 2. The user must 
deselect these negative markers to construct 
a message with a positive voice. 

 

 

 

 

=ig.2 ?<amp*es of frames.  @tarti"g at the top: A 
*iBeC frameDC haveC frameD AeatC frame a"d a 
c-stom frame. /he c-stom frame ca" Ge -sed with 
a"+ verGD a"d is more f*e<iG*e the" the verG drive" 
frames 

 

GCL +utput 

Once a message has been constructed using 
the interface, a set of rules are used to map 
the filled semantic frame into a text message 
which is displayed in the virtual chat room. 
Communication partners can in turn 
respond. In the future we intend to use the 
system for face to face communication thus 
the user would have the option of either 
using the text output (i.e. for silent message 
construction) or synthetic speech. 

 

=ig.3 I" the *eft we ca" see a ge"eric co"te<t 
vocaG-*ar+ that is provided witho-t co"te<t 
i"formatio". I" the right we ca" see vocaG-*ar+ that 
is Gased o" the c-rre"t topic of co"versatio" Jsma** 
ta*BK. 

KC *onteMt !wareness 

We anticipate the largest gain in 
communication efficiency and naturalness to 
come from the addition of context 
awareness. In the current chat room 
interface, the system detects the identity of 
the room and loads location-specific 
vocabulary in the lexical array. We are 
implementing new features which will 
enable the system to map environment 
parameters such as location, past 
conversations (possibly influenced by 
speaker identity) and time-of-day to 
vocabulary that is most appropriate for that 
context. A default set of contexts will be 
preprogrammed into the system to serve as a 
way to bootstrap the learning of 
personalized contexts. Statistical learning 
methods will be used to optimally map 
contextual cues to vocabulary choices. We 



have also begun investigation of the use of 
real-world signals from GPS, clocks, and the 
speech of communication partners to 
integrate into the system. 

 

=ig.L 8ocatio" i"f*-e"ced co"te<t. I" the *eft we ca" 
see co"te<t vocaG-*ar+ i"f*-e"ced G+ a di"er 
*ocatio"7 a"d o" the right the co"te<t vocaG-*ar+ is 
i"f*-e"ced G+ Gei"g i" a Moo. 

LC *onclusion and Nuture Directions 

By leveraging techniques in machine 
learning, pattern recognition and knowledge 
representation it may be possible to improve 
communication efficiency and naturalness 
for individuals who require an alternative 
method of communication. Our next step is 
to test several aspects of this prototype with 
different user populations. We are 
conducting usability tests to access the 
cost/benefit of message construction using 
semantic frames; the cognitive load of 
altering vocabulary displayed conditional on 
the user's context; and the comprehensibility 
of category and lexical organization. We are 
also continuing to further develop the 
system by moving outside the virtual world 
scenario to model the user's context in real 
world situations. For example, we are 
collecting data with global positioning 
sensors and investigating the vocal control 
abilities of individuals with severe speech 
impairments (Patel, 2000). In subsequent 
versions of the prototype we hope to include 
voice as an additional input modality and to 
use signals from the physical environment to 
predict context. 
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